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Introduction 

 

To examine the role of culture, craft, and lore in the 4th industrial revolution, this research 

project was conducted using an academic and non-academic transdisciplinary approach. I will 

present findings obtained through interviews, phenomenological life-world experience, and 

research through design. The outcomes resulted from exploration and my positionality that 

involved considering the implications of the 4th industrial revolution on society, economy, 

and future lifestyle. I will present my journey as a designer learning new techniques and 

philosophies and seeking to define my response to traditional crafts and contemporary design 

trends. 

 

 

  



The 4th industrial revolution's implications on society, economy, and 

future lifestyle 

 

The fourth industrial revolution is a term introduced in 2017 by economist Klaus Schwab. 

Following metal, steam and electricity, we entered a world dominated by information 

technology. According to Schwab, this convergence of everyday life with digital and 

engineered means that 'there has never been a time of greater promise or potential peril' in 

the history of humanity. 

 

Indeed, advanced production technologies are changing manufacturing and have implications 

for the future of industries and society. Automation is already taking place in many fields and 

has been since the outcome of an assembly line, which replaced skilled artisans in car 

factories. The routine tasks are first on the line to be automated. Training computers to 

perform and take over routine jobs is underway because machines can perform these jobs 

more efficiently, which has tremendous economic value. (Lee and Cheng, 2021) Due to the 

Covid-19, the digitisation and digitalisation of companies and workflow have accelerated. The 

societal shift is unavoidable, as automation will cause disruption and displacement of jobs. 

(McKinsey Global Survey, 2020) 

 

Dr Kai-Fu Lee (2021) proposes a 3Rs approach to facing the future of AI economy and 

automation: Relearn, Recalibrate, Renaissance. People should relearn and recalibrate jobs to 

benefit from automation. While automation will create new careers in the emerging 

technologies, including nanotechnology, biotechnology, digital production, and the 

development of new materials, AI-resistant jobs will be based on skills such as empathy, 

creativity, and dexterity.  

The concept of a new Renaissance1 means that the age of automation should allow humans 

to focus on what they do best: creativity, humanity and tasks requiring compassion, like 

 
1 The Renaissance period began in human history in the 14th century. The development of the printing press is 
hailed as the most critical factor that allowed for societal change and the promotion of art and science. 
Adaptation of the plough in agriculture during the Middle Ages is often overlooked. Still, it was also an important 
factor that allowed people to reduce the time needed for farm work and influenced city population growth. 
(Kristeller, 1962) 



caregiving. Kai-Fu Lee mentions the potential for humanity to enter the new Renaissance as 

automation would free people to pursue other goals than paid employment.  

 

Schwab (2017) discusses the dangers of the inequitable society we live in now, where the 

widening wealth gap resulting from digital exclusion grows even further. He sees a need for 

an integrated response to the AI economy that would involve all stakeholders. At the same 

time, he speaks from a perspective of an economist who operates in economic systems 

designed for scarcity, competition, and consumerism.  

 

Lee and Cheng (2021) argue that we already live in a world of plenty, but the issue is the 

unequal distribution of resources. Everyone can live a better, healthier, more purposeful life 

if the monetary contribution to society does not measure their worth. Automation can bring 

about a post-scarcity civilisation, as described in the Culture series by Iain M. Banks, where 

work takes on a form of play for people. Most focus on creative pursuits while their basic 

needs are met. 

 

In their AI. 2041 book, Lee and Cheng show fictionalised scenarios of the world in 2041 and 

discuss how humans might respond to the AI economy. In the short story Job Savior, we see 

a company specialising in redistributing workers whose jobs are automated. In the story, the 

lack of work causes social problems, increased substance abuse and loss of meaning. At some 

point, people unknowingly start performing fake work in virtual environments created by AIs. 

This scenario results from a puritan work ethic ingrained in certain Western societies that 

equates work with a purposeful life.  

 

Thinking in the current terms instead of allowing that a shift in society needs to happen along 

the automation brings fear and radicalisation. Radical ideologies and fake news sway people 

because we live in uncertain times, states Bruno Latour (2018). Protests, conservative 

radicalism, anti-globalism, exclusion of societies, nationalism, borders, and isolation are a 

response to the future dangers of a technocratic society and loss of biodiversity and scarcity 

of resources.  

 



According to Latour, it all comes down to a question of what people perceive as their place in 

the world. In capitalism, when people are threatened with job loss due to automation, it 

becomes a fight for their livelihood because our economic system promotes competition, 

wealth, and profit.  

 

Society's reliance on consumerism is also prominent in The Spirit of Matter (Pels, 1998), 

another of the readings assigned to the brief. Pels describes the concept of fetish and the 

process of giving more profound meaning to commodities and objects as a phenomenon 

connected to capitalism. Accordingly, Miller (1987) and Appadurai (1986) judge things do not 

have a deeper meaning apart from that assigned to them by humans.  

 

Hence, I would like to draw further on the work of Bruno Latour, who discusses in more detail 

the place of humans in the world that values possessions and ownership over people. Latour 

connects this mindset to the destruction of nature and climate catastrophe. In our chase after 

wealth and commodities, we fetishized ownership. Miller also claims that our relationship to 

materials and objects should matter more than their value, which leads us to consider 

materials and materiality.  

 

In the context described above, I will now discuss the role of culture, craft, and lore, as 

pursuits that rely on agility, skill, creativity, and humanity (thus contributing to jobs resistant 

to the future AI economy).  

 

Tim Ingold (2011) sees that people assign meaning and stories to materials through the 

relationship they develop with them, much like Miller proposes. Ingold said: 'as they swim in 

this ocean of materials, human beings do, of course, play a part in their transformations'. 

Gibson (1979, p. 127) pointed out that 'the affordances of the environment are what it offers 

the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill'.  

We can see these two quotes through Latour's remarks about the natural environment and 

Pels's observations about fetish and overvaluing commodities. Modern makers who work 

with materials at the threshold of an automated society redefine the value objects and 

materials have, with more leaning towards sustainable practice.  

 



In addition, people's talent and skills and creativity become valuable. Burke and Spencer-

Wood (2019) support that statement in their book Crafting in the world, in which they 

underline that crafting and making have fundamental importance to human identity, 

psychological well-being, and broader social, political and cultural meaning for society. They 

propose a reconceptualisation of craft as a performative process with a focus on actions, not 

objects. The movement of fabriculture presents a similar view of crafting as a way of building 

relationships, exchanging information, and participating in politics and activism. (Bratich and 

Brush, 2011) 

 

Fabriculture also describes the emergence of new domesticity and how domestic arts, 

meaning activities dominated by women, like knitting, become more visible. It also makes 

visible unpaid labour done by women. A lot of so-called affective labour (Dowling, Nunes and 

Trott, 2007) is done by women -activities such as housework, caregiving work, and unwaged 

and small-scale jobs that researchers predict to be skills essential in jobs resistant to future 

automation. The craft requires dexterity, which is another advantage humans have over 

machines. In addition, human creativity contributes to a variety of immaterial labour we 

perform, such as mentorship, community building, amateur production and sharing life 

stories. Machines cannot express what it is to be a human and be creative. 

Prisecaru (2016) says that the 4th industrial revolution will bring 'gradual release of labour 

force from physical activity and mental efforts afterwards in favour of more striking creativity'.  

 

These considerations of the human role in the 4th industrial revolution are seen in sustainable 

practices. Sustainable makers see crafting as a counter-cultural practice, value functional and 

spiritual skills, and learn by doing, following a belief that having a skill is vital to making the 

world a better place and taking responsibility for the community and the environment. 

(Prendeville, 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My positionality 

 

Thanks to the academic research and encounters with practitioners, I propose that creative 

pursuits and arts become essential to our lifestyles after the automation of workplaces. I feel 

that based on the presented literature and trends, I can make a strong argument for the 

validity of traditional crafts and activities in the 4th industrial revolution. I do not discount 

digital tools as having the capacity to improve existing tools, allowing for better online sharing 

of knowledge and connecting with others. However, our tools should not overshadow the 

relationship between the person and the craft.  

 

 

 

Aims 

 

The main goal of this project was to investigate the role of craft, culture and lore and examine 

if traditional activities had a place in the 4th industrial revolution.  

I undertook this project intending to operate across disciplines, expand my design's 

applicability, functionality and capacity, and explore new ways of thinking and doing as a 

practitioner.  

Another objective was to research the work of artisans, craft practitioners and makers and 

connect with them. Since childhood, I have had few chances to engage with traditional crafts. 

The project was an opportunity to challenge my focus and reliance on digital tools. I entered 

the field of interactive design from a computing background.  

The brief assigned to my group was very open and did not specify a client. Therefore, I aimed 

to confront the process as a personal journey.  

 

 

 

 

 



Engaging with practitioners 

This part will discuss makers I researched and makers with whom I connected throughout the 

process.  

The Edinburgh Remakery 

I belong to the digital generation, and the only crafts I partook in in person as a child were 

knitting and woodworking. At school, I tried embroidery, model-making, painting, or paper-

mache at an introductory level. To better engage with this project, I participated in a 

workshop at The Edinburgh Remakery, where I was involved with makers at a kintsugi 

workshop. I wanted to explore this workshop due to the sustainable practices The Edinburgh 

Remakery promotes. After the workshop, I encountered Lu, who worked at the Remakery, 

and we discussed sustainable craft and remaking. 

I used this occasion to discuss with the participants and the mentor why the idea of mending 

objects instead of throwing them away was appealing to them.  

 
Figure 1 The Edinburgh Remakery visit 



The Dovecot Studios 

The next step was to engage with practitioners of a traditional craft. I went to the Dovecot 

Studios, a landmark gallery and museum for contemporary art, craft and design that is also a 

tapestry studio. I had an opportunity to discuss their craft, observe the work of several 

weavers, and receive educational materials that introduced me to tapestry making. I felt that 

as a member of a digital generation, I needed to commit to making something with my hands, 

and I decided to engage with the process by executing a small, embroidered design inspired 

by this visit. 

 
Figure 2 Visit at the Dovecot Studios 



The Zero Waste Makers 

That same week, I also engaged with The Zero Waste Makers. This group is run by EcoArt 

charity and holds open sessions in St. Margarets House in Edinburgh. The group's goal is to 

practice sustainable making, reusing and mending rather than discarding broken clothes or 

furniture. I attended a session where they discussed an upcoming exhibition. I could not 

participate in any making activities with them, but I managed to have brief discussions about 

how makers chose and engaged with various materials in their projects. 

Related works 

Mark Zygadlo 
One of the people whose work I explored thanks to the EcoArt charity was Mark Zygadlo and 

his piece WaterOrgan. WaterOrgan was an art installation on the River Findhorn to celebrate 

Scotland's Year of Coasts and Water in 2021. It was a colourful kinetic artwork made out of 

reused materials. The artist placed a pipe organ on the deck of a catamaran. The river's flow 

moved the paddlewheel. A series of electronic sensors combined with the artwork gathered 

data about the water flow. The data was then processed into sound sequences.   

Zygadlo managed to create artwork that used sustainable materials and blurred the new and 

old media. Instead of discounting modern technology, Zygadlo's work embraced the 

contemporary technique of using sensors to add a layer of complexity to his work and gave 

the river a voice, so to speak. It brings to mind Latour's remarks about the human's place in 

the universe and whether we can see nature as a self-governing entity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3 WaterOrgan. Photo by Collin Tennant 



Johnathan Elders 
Another opportunity afforded me through The Edinburgh Remakery was meeting a mixed-

media artist Johnathan Elders. I met Johnathan at his studio in Edinburgh Sculpture 

Workshop. He agreed to give me an interview. During the meeting, we discussed his pieces, 

such as Betty the E-Waste shark, a sculpture of a shark made from e-waste materials. Created 

for the Edinburgh Science Festival, Betty was placed for a while in the shopping centre in Leith 

to Johnathan's approval, as it afforded shopgoers to experience art in an unusual setting. In 

his practice, Johnathan considers technology as an incredibly empowering tool. Whether 

reusing waste like Betty, or the shark, most of his work relies on modern materials and tools 

like lasers, but he tries to reuse as much e-waste as possible.  

 
Figure 4 Betty, the e-Waste shark 

Elders created the LiDAR forest and The Laser Garden with the Institute of Physics in Scotland. 

In his words, The Laser Garden is a project about our ability to express ourselves through 

technology. Johnathan makes a valid point that as an artist, he does not consider technology 

an obstacle to creating but rather a tool for evolved creativity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5 The Laser Garden 



Madelaine Shepherd 
 
Another work in the spirit of the Fabriculture trend, blending traditional craft and computer 

science, is Botanica Mathematica by an artist Madelaine Shepherd and a mathematician Julia 

Colins.  

Using mathematic concepts of binary code and Fibonacci sequence, Madelaine created 

knitting patterns for trees and organised workshops enabling people to develop their 

Fibonacci trees or binary bonsai. I engaged with Madelaine at the Mini Maker Faire, 

Summerhall, in April 2022, where she ran a drop-in workshop on hyperbolic crochet. I did not 

attempt to make my yarn tree but instead discussed with Madelaine her road to bringing 

science and craft together.  

 

 
Figure 6 Botanica Mathematica by Madelaine Shepherd 

 

 

 

 



Radical Acts Exhibition 
 
In addition, I looked at The Craft's Council and the Harewood House. The latter held an 

exhibition in 2022, Radical Acts: Why Craft Matters, curated by Hugh Macdonald, presenting 

the work of 15 artists and makers who focus on sustainable making, designing for human 

needs, putting nature first or rethinking materials. One of the featured artists, Eunhye Ko, 

with his designs, challenges the look of modern household appliances, replacing plastic 

elements with natural materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another artist featured in the Radical Arts exhibition is Michael Marriott, who excels at 

reusing everyday objects in design; for example, in this project, Bucket lamp, he used an 

upturned builder's bucket as a pendant lampshade.  

 

Francisca Onumah, a metalsmith, also contributed to the exhibition. In her process, she uses 

metal to express the character and give inanimate objects a human-like feel. I felt drawn to 

her work as it embodies the earlier academic points I discussed regarding the relationship 

between maker and material.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Artwork by Eunhye Ko Figure 8 Bucket Lamp by Michael 
Marriott 

Figure 7 Artwork by Francisca 
Onumah 



Reflection 
Thanks to the research conducted, I feel strongly about sustainable making. Modern makers 

seem keenly aware of the need to challenge manufacturing culture and focus on real human 

needs in design. The problems the world has, like climate change and pollution, are factors 

that will shape the future alongside the prospect of AI technology. 

Overall, all the artists I mentioned prove that in the making, what is important is not whether 

something is created with a traditional approach or through new media - making has value as 

an expression of human creativity.  

Meeting with Johnathan Elders was inspiring and constructive on my journey of 

understanding the entanglement between materials, technology and making. I was more 

aware of the dangers of technology to traditional activities, but of course, it has the power to 

enrich our creativity. There is a fine line, however, to avoid overfitting. Overfitting is a concept 

from statistical data modelling (Hedge, 2010) but applies to everyday scenarios. For example, 

modern fencing relies on sensor readings to determine whether the fences hit an opponent 

and scored. Fencers started amending their techniques to perform moves to maximise the 

chance that the sensor would read the hit as a point in their favour. It is an example of a 

technological tool changing traditional activity as fencing nowadays differs significantly from 

fencing techniques of the past. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Methods 
I took a transdisciplinary approach, exploring both academic and non-academic knowledge. 

The research involved economy, sociology, anthropological sources, speculative fiction, 

workshops for phenomenological life-world experience and research through design 

activities. 

Interviews 
 As evidenced in the earlier section of this report, I used interviews and in-person engagement 

in my research. The interviews were unstructured, and I approached every person as a 

mentee, a person who desired to learn from their experience. This approach allowed me to 

gather first-hand impressions of the practitioners and enable them to talk about their 

journeys and work in the way they preferred. I was seeking to understand how they expressed 

their creativity through chosen materials.  

Visual research 
 I researched the Radical Arts exhibition through visual analysis. I could not engage closely 

with the makers. Still, from observing the exhibits, I could make conclusions about trends in 

modern design and connected to more fabricuture and sustainable crafters.  

Phenomenological life-world experience 
I decided to embody the making experience through The Kintsugi workshop to combat my 

reliance on digital tools. After visiting a traditional craft space, The Dovecot Tapestry Studios, 

I designed and executed a textile-based project. Merleau-Ponty (1962) described the body as 

a medium for the perception of the world. Our bodily experience gains meaning beyond that 

established simply by thought through senses and action. I was adding a practical knowledge 

of making and reusing, which allowed me to gain an individualised understanding and rely on 

my own experience rather than other people's testimonies.  

Research through design 
 According to Höök et al. (2015), designers gain intimate and intuitive knowledge when 

engaging with design projects. Written accounts of design struggle to capture tacit knowledge 

because design-generated understanding is often ambiguous and open. Höök et al. argue that 

artefacts must be part of the design account to complete it. Gavers and Bowers (2012) 

disagree that artefacts are essential in presenting the design process. Their recommended 



activities for conducting research through design are prototyping and testing. Prototyping 

helps make design choices, test functionality and clarify the research goals. According to 

Gavers and Bowers, using prototypes and artefacts is applicable in testing and 

demonstrations as provocations or a way to record situational data.  

In my understanding, research through design relies on on-hand practice, can lead to unique 

insights, and requires critical outcomes analysis. The knowledge gained through the process 

benefits designers in their future practice. However, communicating it to others can be tricky 

as the designer sometimes relies on intuition throughout the process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Results 
 

Phenomenological life-world experience record 
 The Kintsugi workshop and the threaded eagle design were part of my exploration process. I 

found both activities engaging and meditative, albeit time-consuming. Both activities reused 

found materials, like broken ceramics obtained from my neighbours. The threads used for the 

eagle design came from my sewing box and materials leftover from other creative projects.  

With kintsugi, it was a theory-driven process, following instruction from a more experienced 

maker. I had a little power over redoing or shaping the outcome, apart from choosing the 

epoxy colour—the epoxy glue used for connecting the broken pieces too dried quickly to fix 

mistakes.  

During the workshop, I learned that the conventional Japanese kintsugi process lasts weeks 

and involves using materials that often cause an allergic reaction on-skin contact—

practitioners of this traditional activity value the philosophy and the mindful focus over their 

comfort. I gained a new outlook on traditional practices and their importance to society. 

 
Figure 10 The Kintsugi Workshop 



After visiting the Dovecot Studios, I was encouraged to work with my hands. The eagle design 

provided more potential for an iterative process, and after initial sketches, I focused on 

making—trial and error and following my aesthetic instincts guided me.  

This approach was more phenomenon-driven (Horvath, 2007), as my prototype served as 

exploration, and the findings were based on practice-led research. 

I have a more vivid recollection and sensations connected to this design rather than the digital 

designs I make. It took several hours; at times, I had to remove stitches, and my hands and 

fingers were sore, mainly from keeping the thread tight around the beak. I experienced some 

eye strain, but the process was meditative despite the discomfort. I vividly remember the 

smell of the jute string and its texture under my fingertips.  

 

 
Figure 11 The eagle design 

 

 

 



Defining the design goals 
After the preparatory activities, I was ready to define my further design steps. I did not have 

a client, so I focused on learning and gaining new perspectives as a designer while doing the 

project.  

 

I decided to follow these rules in my design process: 

• sustainable practice; I would reuse, remake, and recycle materials I already had  

• expression of individual creativity; I would not worry about the function of the design 

as much as my intention to express genuine human emotion 

• hands-on; I would use my hands and traditional tools before falling back on digital 

technology 

 

I identified materials I wanted to reuse for the design, such as cardboard, glue, metal keys 

from an old typewriter and paint. My initial sketches show a metal sculpture of a praying 

mantis that resulted from my interest in the metal elements of the typewriter. However, the 

first attempt to combine them showed resistance to glue or soldering. I realised I would need 

tools to cut and drill in the metal. In hindsight, the material dictated my process and design, 

forcing me to think about how to make the sculpture rather than why I was making it. It had 

no potential to express genuine human emotion, so I abandoned that idea. 

 
Figure 12 The Mantis sketches 



Much like Francisca Onumah, I wanted my design to have a human-like quality and allow the 

spectator to anthropomorphise the inanimate sculpture or object. I had to take a step back 

and think of my emotions only from a human perspective, not as a designer. I realised that I 

felt a lot of inner turmoil considering the theoretical framework of this project. As much as I 

like speculative fiction and enjoy the visions of the future creative post-scarcity society, my 

deeper emotions are that of uncertainty and worry that the inequality will grow.  

 

I attempted to create an abstract artwork that would express these feelings of being on the 

verge, standing at the threshold. It was going to be my reflection on the need to redefine 

human society in the 4th industrial revolution. 

 

 

 
Figure 13 Sketches of the artwork ideas 

 
 
 
 
 



Results of designing from emotion 
The designerly practice involves what Boerenholdt et al. (2010) identify as an approach that 

incorporates modes of thinking that involve intuition, feeling, aesthetic judgment and 

improvisation. Thus, Design Research should embrace mind and body experience, aesthetic 

and function, imagination and reality. 

Initial sketches focused on defining the shapes and forms that would express the concept of 

standing at a threshold. I started with simple abstract geometric shapes and tried to create 

miniature prototypes to test which was better. 

When I tested the prototypes, I realised I needed thicker material. I tried cardboard cutouts 

and clay figures. In the end, I reused the metal typewriter elements, the typebars, also known 

as stickers. They had embossed letters at the end, which gave them a striking resemblance to 

faces. I glued the elements together, trying to create an illusion of a crowded group and 

placed them on a stand made of reused cardboard. After applying modelling clay to the 

cardboard, I spray painted it with black paint. However, even after drying, the colour had an 

unwanted glossy sheen.  

 

Figure 14 Process of making the model 



The staging and photographic work at closer angles helped with creating an illusion that the 

metal elements were human faces. 

I recalled artworks like the Dublin Famine Memorial by Rowan Gillespie or Bruno Catalano's 

sculpture for refugees, each evoking feelings of compassion for the misery of others. I believe 

my or a similar design could be effective on a larger scale or using a rock instead of a 

cardboard-clay support sculpture. In my subjective opinion, it manages to express some of 

my inner turmoil.  

 
Figure 15 Bruno Catalano's and Rowan Gillespie's sculptures 

 
 
It was a prototype of a sculpture that would express 

that we are on the verge, at a precipe of the new 

human society dominated by an AI economy. Thus, 

after some consideration, I decided to amend my way 

of presenting the artwork. I used a neural-style 

algorithm that allows visual enhancement of artwork 

using TensorFlow and Python.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 The model 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 17 Examples of staging 



 
  

Figure 18 Images filtered through neural style algorithm 



 

Conclusions 
 
Expressing the knowledge gained through research through design methods in other ways 

than a descriptive work is a creative challenge in itself. My approach combined theoretical 

analysis and practical testing to help refine designs and formulate the goals. Even though my 

inexperience and lack of skill meant that I was not pleased with the aesthetic presentation of 

the physical assets, I gained more confidence to try new techniques. Not having a client 

provided me with a chance to respond to the brief more openly and see myself as an artist 

rather than a creative technician for the first time.  

In my work, I used an algorithm to enhance my artwork's desired effect as an example of how 

technology can empower us to be creative in more than one way. However, my initial position 

remained unchanged. Traditional crafts and culture should play a role even after the 

automation of workplaces as they allow humans to express creativity and humanity and do 

not need to change due to the influence of technology. 
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